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Introduction 
 

There are many in our industry who would consider the advancement of the ultrasonic meter to be one of the most important 
improvements in gas measurement in the past twenty years.  It is my opinion that the immense improvement in gas 
measurement is not so much the ultrasonic meter itself.  Instead, I believe it is the meter’s ability to detect conditions that 
would compromise its own accuracy and ability to communicate those conditions to the user.  It is in the area of 
communicating those conditions, that we often under-utilize the meters capabilities. 
 
The natural gas pipeline industry has seen tremendous changes in the past twenty years, including a smaller multi- skilled 
workforce.   The reality of today’s pipeline workforce is fewer technicians performing a wider range of tasks.  Much of their 
measurement work is performed with less frequency, and on more complex equipment than ever before.  Gaining the 
proficiency needed to recognize and troubleshoot ultrasonic meter problems, requires time and experience to learn.  By 
bringing the meter’s diagnostic data into our SCADA system, we can provide alarms and trending capabilities that are not 
dependent on the frequency at which a Technician can visit a measurement facility.  Furthermore, it is not dependent on 
whether a Technician has the necessary expertise to recognize potential meter problems.   
 
Another change our industry has seen are meter stations with larger but fewer meters.  With the high turn down capabilities 
of ultrasonic meters, large volume meter stations that before would have been built with four or more orifice meters are now 
built with one or two larger ultrasonic meters.  Fewer meters, means we are placing a higher liability on each meter.   
 
One factor that has not changed is the expectations of a tight pipeline balance.  In fact, most of us have seen our lost and 
unaccounted for objectives reduced to a level that would have been impossible to meet twenty years ago. Fortunately, our 
ultrasonic meters have less uncertainty than the meters we used in the past, and provide us with enough data to warn us when 
their accuracy is in question. Unfortunately, our testing practices are not much different than the way we’ve tested orifice 
meters twenty five years ago.  When testing orifice meters, we made sure the plate was clean, flat, and sharp; then the 
transmitters were calibrated.  Similarly, with our ultrasonic meters, we look at the software display, pull a two minute log file, 
calibrate the transmitters, and then assume all is well until the next test cycle.  You can be quite confident that the old sayings 
“ignorance is bliss” and “what you don’t know can’t hurt you” do not apply when searching your pipeline system for lost gas. 
 
Much like our industry’s movement from chart recorders to Electronic Flow Measurement some 30 years ago, the 
development of Smart Measurement Diagnostic Systems is the natural progression of this technology.  This is being 
accomplished by building on the previous developments of EFMs, PLCs and smart meters.    
 
Benefits of Continuous Data Gathering 
 
While today’s ultrasonic meters provide tremendous amounts of diagnostic data, if that data is only reviewed once a month or 
less, we may still find ourselves months behind the curve when we begin looking for measurement problems.  In order to 
make measurement corrections, we end up spending countless hours combing massive amounts of data pulled from the meter.  
Historical data may not be available in many older ultrasonic meters, making it even more difficult to determine when the 
meter’s problems began.  
 
Think about the benefits that can be derived from polling for this data even once every five seconds.  Instead of having a two 
minute snap shot of the meters health each month, you will have over half a million snap shots of that data every month.  By 
utilizing our flow computers and SCADA systems to gather and analyze this data, we can monitor our ultrasonic meters 
continuously, making the data readily available to Technicians, Data Analysts, and Gas Controllers. 
 
 
 
 
 



Meter Alarm Monitoring via SCADA 
 
Storing this data in your SCADA system can provide you with instantaneous and predictive methods of monitoring.  Utilizing 
discrete type alarms and base line data for limits provides instantaneous alarms that can be identified by inexperienced users.  
These alarms provide Gas Controllers or Analysts, who may have no ultrasonic meter training the ability to identify potential 
meter problems, and have the confidence necessary to call the problem to the technician’s attention.   
 
Trending of this diagnostic data provides a detailed history that can be used to reveal shifts over time.  This data can be 
utilized to uncover a variety of subtle changes in a meter that would be difficult to detect viewing maintenance logs once a 
month. Historical data can be used to tighten alarm limits as well. Detailed analysis of this data would require examination by 
someone with ultrasonic meter experience, but with the data stored in the SCADA system, it would be readily available to 
employees that are trained to perform such tasks. 
 
We have found that SCADA monitoring of this data not only provides us with instant and predictive monitoring of our 
meters, it also provides a means of monitoring our meters at stations that do not flow on a routine basis. Additionally, it 
provides the ability to monitor for intermittent problems.    
 
Ultrasonic meters at peaking power plants can be difficult to monitor, because they tend to run at unscheduled times 
throughout their generating season. Technicians may often find it difficult, especially during shoulder months, to catch these 
stations when they’re flowing to perform meter tests.  SCADA monitoring of ultrasonic meters not only provides warnings 
of possible measurement inaccuracies for these meters, it could also provide support for extending meter test frequencies on 
meters that flow continuously.    
 
As we all know, intermittent problems with any equipment can be difficult to find.  Prior to our polling one particular 12-
inch ultrasonic meter with our flow computer, we found a bolt sleeve from an insulating gasket lying up against the flow 
conditioner.  We caught this by chance when our Technician noticed an unusual profile factor during a meter test.  
Apparently, the sleeve would lie on the bottom of the pipe until the velocity increased to a point high enough to stand it up, 
which was the only time it created a profile disturbance.  Since there was a strainer upstream of the meter, one can only 
assume the sleeve had been in there since the station was built. That being the case, it took nearly 5 years for someone to be 
there at the right time to catch it.  Imagine trying to monitor your pipeline for H2O or H2S by performing a dragger tube test 
once a month to check for slugs coming through your pipeline.   Collecting two minute logs every month would give you 
about the same odds of discovering an intermittent problem with the meter. 
 
Getting Started 
 
The basic concept behind continuous monitoring of ultrasonic meters is to utilize the Modbus communications capabilities 
of the flow computer and meter to transfer data between the two devices.  This data can then be used to execute the same or 
similar diagnostics performed by the meter’s software or a Technician reviewing a maintenance log.   
The diagnostic data in the flow computer can then be polled by a SCADA system which makes the data available offsite. 
The process of polling ultrasonic meters for data has been an ongoing process for us since 2004.  New meters, the 
availability of new data, and new calculation capabilities, such as the ability to calculate the speed of sound in the flow 
computer, have required us to make changes to the way data is processed and retrieved for analysis.  For the most part, 
future changes to polling routines and calculated data can be avoided or at least reduced with proper planning.   
 
With that in mind, you need to start by asking yourself a few questions.  What data do you want to see?   Do you want to 
poll for all the data, or do you want to poll for some of the data, and calculate some of the meter health alarms?  Do you 
want to pull the raw data into your flow computer and perform the diagnostics there, or simply pass the data on and perform 
the diagnostics in your SCADA system? 
 
There is far more data available in most ultrasonic meters than you likely want to collect. The first step is to list the meter 
health conditions you want to monitor.  Once you have created that list, you will then need to determine the Modbus 
registers that contain those particular meter health alarms, or the data you will need to calculate those alarms.  The Modbus 
register documentation is available from the manufacturer, and is listed in the Modbus references at the end of this paper.  
 
At this point, you’ll find, depending on the type of meter, whether you can simply poll for all the meter health data wanted, 
or if you will have to poll for some of the data, and use that data to calculate the meter health alarms. Depending on the 
meter manufacturer, you may find it simpler to calculate some of the alarms rather than make multiple polls to gather all the 
meter health data.  Calculations of meter health alarms can be performed in the flow computer or a SCADA system. This 



would depend on the flow computer, and the SCADA system’s capabilities, as well as the availability of someone to 
program these calculations into the system.   
 
We opted to do a combination of polling for some of the meter health alarm, and to calculate some of them.  We chose this 
method primarily because of the number of older ultrasonic meters we own that do not have all the meter health data we 
wanted assigned to Modbus registers.   
 
Depending on the meter type, we are polling for all or some of the following data: corrected flow rate, uncorrected flow rate, 
average velocity, average speed of sound, as well as velocities and speed of sound for each path.  We are also polling for 
turbulence, swirl, path performance, cross flow, AGC levels, signal to noise ratios and path status.  We use the path level 
velocities and speed of sound data to calculate the profile factor, symmetry, and path speed of sound spread.  We then 
perform several calculations and comparisons to provide various alarm points using the original flow calibration data as a 
baseline for alarm parameters.    
 
As stated in the previous paragraph, one of the pieces of data we want from the meter is the corrected flow rate.  To 
accomplish this requires that we provide the meter with the necessary data for it to perform the appropriate calculations. 
Depending on the manufacturer, pressure, temperature, and gas quality values can be given to the meter several ways.  The 
pressure and temperature values can be sent to some meters through an analog input.  As well some meters can be up to poll 
an onsite GC.  Pressure, temperature, gas quality and/or compressibility can all be written to the meter through the same 
Modbus connection used to read data from the meter.  Some meters require writing the data to provide a continuous update 
of these values.  We have meters set up both ways, but we typically write the data to the meters, because we do not have an 
onsite chromatograph at many of our ultrasonic stations.  In this case, the gas quality being used by the flow computer for 
calculations is written to the meter. 
 
To set up a meter poll in our flow computer, the Technician would select the meter type from a drop down menu, which is 
illustrated in figure 1. The meter type signal tells the flow computer how to configure the master port used to poll the meter.  
We also utilized the different meter default protocols and communication settings to minimize meter set up changes.   
 
The port configuration set by the meter type signal dictates the appropriate floating point format, bit, byte, word orders, start 
register, and the number of registers to poll.  Additionally, the Modbus data will be in metric units for some meters and 
imperial units for others.  The meter type signal tells the flow computer to covert the incoming data when necessary.   
 
The polled data is then mapped to different signals and is used for the various calculations we want to perform.  This allows 
us to utilize the same flow computer program whether the meter station has Instromet, Daniel, or Sick Maihak meters.  The 
fewer types of meters you have will help simplify the process. 
 

    

 
 

Figure 1, Meter Polling Setup Screen “Self-Diagnostic” Alarming 
 
 



Originally, we used the data polled to calculate a profile factor, symmetry, speed of sound spread, and to compare the 
meter’s speed of sound to one we calculated in the flow computer.  This data is displayed in the RTU and shown in figure 7.  
In recent years, we explored the benefits of gathering additional data from our meters. We worked with Sick Maihak and 
Daniel Industries to establish some additional diagnostic logic in our flow computers for their meters.  With our Daniel 
meters, we used the methodology described in a paper written by Dan Hackett titled “Advanced Diagnostics Firmware for 
Ultrasonic Meters”, to detect different conditions such as, a blocked flow conditioner, meter contamination, and liquid in the 
meter. We performed similar calculations to provide these same alarms for our Sick Maihak meters based on information we 
were given by John Lansing. There are some differences in the calculations each manufacturer recommends to detect the 
different alarm conditions. However, because both are chordal type meters, most of the logic used is identical. We used 
similar logic for the Instromet meters based on what data was available.  The RTU display for this data is shown in figure 2. 
 

 
 
                                                           Figure 2, Meter Polling Basic Diagnostic Screen 
 
For the Instromet meters, we are alarming on path performance, swirl, AGC level, and path status all from data we poll 
directly from the meter.  We also generate alarms for profile factor, speed of sound spread, speed of sound error, frequency 
input error, and gas quality by performing various calculations in the flow computer. 
 
With the Daniel meters, we are alarming on path performance, swirl, AGC level, path status, path turbulence, and cross 
flow, all from data we poll directly from the meter.  We then generate alarms for profile factor, speed of sound spread, speed 
of sound error, frequency input error, volume calculation error, blocked flow conditioner, meter contamination, liquid, and 
gas quality by performing some calculations in the flow computer.   
 
On the Sick Maihak meters, we are alarming on path performance, swirl, AGC level, path status, path turbulence, and signal 
to noise ratio, all from data we poll directly from the meter.  We then generate alarms for profile factor, speed of sound 
spread, speed of sound error, frequency input error, volume calculation error, blocked flow conditioner, meter 
contamination, liquid, and gas quality.  We compare the four path meter’s flow rate and speed of sound to the single path 
meter by performing various calculations in the flow computer. 
 
 Our objective has always been to provide warnings for our meters without creating nuisance alarms and call- outs.  For that 
reason, we require the velocity to be at least 5 feet per second and most alarm conditions must be true for 5 minutes in order 
to activate an alarm. 



Self-Checking Redundant Measurement 
 
Having the meter’s data in the flow computer, allows us to perform some additional diagnostics that cannot be accomplished 
by the meter or flow computer alone. By comparing the data from both devices, we are able to perform a number of 
additional measurement system examinations.  All of the data necessary to perform these health checks is already available 
we simply need that data in one location to utilize it.  By adding an additional pressure transmitter and temperature 
transmitter we can take our analysis one step further. The addition of reference pressure and temperature values combined 
with the data from the meter and flow computer, gives us all the fundamental information necessary to build a complete 
self-checking redundant measurement system.   The RTU display for the advanced diagnostic data is shown in figure 3. 
 

 
 
                                                      Figure 3, Meter Advanced/Self Diagnostic RTU Screen
 
For example, if two temperature transmitters, two pressure transmitters, a four path meter speed of sound, and a single path 
meter speed of sound values agree, and the measured speed of sound does not agree with the calculated speed of sound, we 
can make a logical assumption that the calculated speed of sound is using different gas quality than that actually flowing 
through the meter. This condition indicates a problem with the chromatograph or some other type of gas quality issue.  In 
the case of the Daniel and Instromet meters, we are using the speed of sound spread to establish that the measured speed of 
sound is correct.   
 
With the meter calculating a corrected flow rate, we can compare that value to the flow computers corrected flow rate.  This 
comparison validates the flow calculation performed in the flow computer and provides backup measurement.  When you 
combine these checks with other real time diagnostics such as insuring a good flow profile, meter performance and meter 
stability, we are able to significantly reduce our measurement uncertainty in the field, and provide a redundant self-checking 
measurement system at minimal additional cost.  A system such as this could also be used to develop a “Condition Based 
Maintenance System”.  This system would be capable of informing the user when maintenance and calibrations are 
necessary, rather than performing these tasks on some repetitive schedule.  Obviously, there would be some savings 
associated with the reduced maintenance and travel to meter stations using a system such as this.  One should also note that 
the 2013 revision of API 21.1 contains some specific language regarding the use of redundancy verification for transmitters.   
 
Other Applications 
 
This same concept can be applied to other types of smart meters as well.  Some Coriolis meters can be purchased with the 
ability to perform a “Smart Meter Verification”.  The verification is performed without measurement interruption so it can 
be executed without having someone onsite.  The meter can be set up to perform the verification on a schedule, and the 



results of that verification, as well as other meter data can be polled via Modbus from a flow computer. It is then passed on 
to a SCADA system for monitoring and historical trending. 
We have several Coriolis meters that were purchased with the verification capabilities.  We configured the meter to schedule 
the verification once a day, and then poll for the verification registers.   

 

 
Figure 4, Ultrasonic Data displayed in SCADA 

 
This data provides us with, Test Run Status, Test Abort Status, Test Completion Status, and Tube Stiffness Status.  We also 
poll for an alarm register that can be decoded to individual alarm points, and registers that provide the raw tube frequency, 
pickoff voltages, drive gain and live zero value.  Examples of the RTU coriolis meter diagnostic screen and the SCADA 
diagnostics screen can be seen in figures 4 and 5. 
 



 
 
                                                  Figure 5, Coriolis Meter Data RTU Diagnostic Screen 
 
Lessons Learned 
 
As we have worked through this process over the years, we have made some changes and learned what works best for us.   
We found that using our SCADA system to set alarms around raw data values did not always provide the results we wanted.  
Analyzing the data in the SCADA system works well for some, but was somewhat problematic for us.  Our issues were 
primarily associated with improperly set alarms requiring additional set up work for our already over worked SCADA 
programmers.  Many ultrasonic meter health indicators provide adequate information necessary to determine the health of 
the meter when analyzed by someone with some ultrasonic meter expertise.  A less experienced user, such as a new 
Technician or Gas Controller, may not be equipped with the experience necessary to perform these tasks. Performing the 
diagnostic logic in the flow computer enabled us to more effectively provide decipherable statuses for each meter health 
indicator in our SCADA system.  This established a more consistent means of alarming. 
 
Performing the diagnostics in the flow computer gave us better control over our base line and alarm settings as well.  On the 
other hand, performing these diagnostics in the flow computer requires some programming expertise. Evaluating the method 
that works best for you may depend on the availability of personnel to perform these tasks. 
 
Regardless of the method chosen to gather and diagnose the meter’s health, the data will be available for Technicians, Data 
Analysts and Specialists to use for in-depth analysis and trending purposes.  Another lesson learned, was if the data was 
difficult to find, view or trend in the SCADA system, then the process of additional analysis or trending of the data just 
didn’t happen.  Originally, our diagnostic data was buried in a detail display that listed every piece of data that was being 
polled or calculated.  Consequently, when our Measurement Technicians went into our SCADA system to review the data, it 
took far too much time to find and view.  To resolve this problem, we worked with our SCADA programmers to display the 
data where it was easy to access in a format that allowed users to quickly view the data, and determine if further 
investigation was needed.    The SCADA display is shown in figure 6. 
 
 



 
 
                                                       Figure 6, Coriolis Meter Data displayed in SCADA 
 
When we began modifying our polling logic for the redundant self-checking diagnostics, we realized this was a large 
number of individual alarms to bring into the SCADA system.  To resolve this problem, we grouped the self-checking 
alarms into three floating point alarm signals.  Each alarm signal contains 6 or 7 normal/alarm statuses.  These three alarm 
floating point registers can then be decoded by converting them to binary values to identify the specific alarms.  Alarm 
signal UMAC_1A contains alarms for profile factor, symmetry, path performance, AGC levels, path status, signal to noise 
ratio, and four plus 1 meter profile.  Alarm signal UMAC-1B contains alarms for swirl, cross flow, blocked conditioner, 
turbulence, contamination, and liquid.  Alarm Signal UMAC-Calc contains alarms for frequency input, speed of sound error, 
speed of sound spread, gas quality, temperature, pressure, and flow calculation.                  
 
Analyzing Historical Data 
 
Figure 7 shows an example of the alarms indicating a partially blocked flow conditioner.  Here we have a UMAC_1A alarm 
value of 65, indicating a 4 + 1 profile alarm and a profile factor that is outside its alarm limits. This condition is indicated 
again in UMAC_1B with a value of 12, indicating high turbulence and a blocked flow conditioner. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7, Blocked Flow Conditioner Alarm Example 
 



 
 
 

Figure 8, Blocked Flow Conditioner Data Trend 
 

 
In the next example, shown in figure 9 we have an ultrasonic meter with an intermittently failing transducer.  The failing 
transducer would at times show a lower velocity than it should to the point of going negative and sometimes it would fail.  
With this particular insidance when the failing path would show a negative value the average velocity was right at 20% lower 
than the weighted average of the other 3 paths.  When the path would completely fail the path subsitution would take over 
and the meter would provide a proper average velocity 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9, Intermittent Transducer Fail Data Trend 
 
 
Figure 10 is a trend of the velocity and alarm history for intermittent transducer fail condition.     
 
 



 
 

Figure 10, Intermittent Transducer Fail Alarm Trend 
 
Figure 11 displays how a Technician or Analyst can perform quick seven day trends of all of this data from the SCADA 
system, by simply right clicking on the values wanted, and adding them to a graph.  Longer trends can be performed as well, 
by accessing the data wanted in an ADHOC report, and then building the graph in Excel.  The seven day trends are a quick 
and easy way for a Technician to use the SCADA system to find data on a meter he was unable to test when the meter was 
flowing.  By trending the velocity, the Technician can locate a section of time when the meter was flowing and trend 
additional data such as, profile factor, symmetry, etc. during that same section of time.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 11, 7 Day Trend Example. 



 
A combination of Normal / Alarm statuses and analog historical data provides immediate indication of alarm conditions for 
the entire measurement system, as well as the ability to trend data to look for subtle changes over time. Currently, this data 
is stored in our SCADA system, at a scan-by-scan level for 1 year, then rolled up to hourly and daily averages for 5 years.  
This type of data analysis requires more time and skill to utilize. It may not be used until there are imbalance issues, but it 
makes the data readily available when needed.   
 
Logging Meter Alarms 
 
Along with bringing the data into the SCADA system, we set up the flow computer to log the ultrasonic meter alarms.  This 
provides documentation of these alarms in the measurement accounting data base with a date and time stamp. Meter alarm 
logging also provides us with another method to catch and document potential measurement problems. 
 
Next Generation Diagnostics 
 
As we have progressed with our current measurement diagnostic system, we have discovered the need to do a few things 
differently.  That need to improve on our system has brought us to the development of our Advanced Diagnostic Monitoring 
System or ADMS.  Our ADMS system employees a flow computer that is separate from the one used on site for custody 
transfer.  Utilizing a separate flow computer for our real time diagnostics allows us to utilize this functionality where the 
preferred or existing flow computer is incapable of performing the extensive polling or logic for the diagnostics.  The 
ADMS flow computer will provide polling to the meters, the custody transfer flow computer and the gas chromatograph.   
 
As well as performing the collecting of data the ADMS flow computer also provides instantaneous data filtering and 
alarming as well as data roll up to hourly minimum, maximum and averaged values.  The instantaneous alarm data is packed 
into a number of 8 bit registers for quick polling. The rolled up data will be pulled into our ADMS database which provides 
additional data filtering, analysis, trending and storage.  The combination of our ADMS field device and database provides 
both real time and historical diagnostics and alarming of the entire measurement system at the meter station. The ADMS 
system will also take the responsibility for data handling, trending and storage out of our SCADA system, giving the 
measurement department better control over the development of the database, storage of the data and configuration of alarm 
settings.   
 
The ADMS field device is setup to poll up to 8 bidirectional custody and check meters, with up to 8 paths.   The current 
meters include Daniel, SICK, Instromet ultrasonic meters and Micro Motion Coriolis meters.  We can also do some custom 
setups for other meters but that would involve a substantial amount of data mapping that otherwise is done automatically 
when the user selects the meter type.  The field device programming has been completed and the Database will be complete 
later this year.  We have projects in place to install 51 ADMS field devices this year.  The ADMS database allows the user 
to pull up all the meter’s historical data, graph and trend the data as well as providing alarms when the meters parameters 
fall outside limits.  As long term data in the ADMS Database is analyzed we anticipate the ability to tighten alarm bands, 
perform preventive maintenance and predetermine component failures.  For smaller ultrasonic meter stations where we 
choose not invest the dollars in the ADMS field device, the meter’s maintenance logs can be loaded into the ADMS 
Database.   
 



 
 

Figure 12, ADMS Field Device USM Overview. 



 
 

Figure 13, ADMS Field Device USM Snapshot Report. 
 
 



 

 
 

Figure 14, ADMS Field Device Coriolis Overview. 
 



 
Figure 15, ADMS Field Device Coriolis Snapshot Report. 

 
 
The ADMS field devices polls up to 100 data points per meter, based on meter type, 36 data points from Micro Motion 
Coriolis meters, 47 data points from Daniel and ABB GCs and 9 points from the custody flow computer.   This data is 
analyzed and compared back to baseline data from the meters flow calibration.  Data from the meter, flow computer and 
calculations made in the ADMS field device are compared to provide additional alarming and confidence in the stations 
measurement system. 
 
The ADMS Database provides data storage, reporting, trending, graphing, and alarm history of hourly data collected from 
the ADMS field devices as well as maintenance reports that can be downloaded into the system.  The data can also be rolled 
up into daily, weekly or monthly values for longer trends or analysis.   
 
 



 
Figure 16, ADMS Database USM Overview. 

 
 
Summary 
 
We are currently performing our self-diagnostic polling on more than 100 ultrasonic meters and 15 Coriolis meters.  With 
the addition of our ADMS system well will be polling nearly 200 meters by year’s end.  We will also have maintenance logs 
from 200 or more meters downloaded into our ADMS database monthly.   Currently the responsibility of monitoring these 
alarms has been assigned to the Technicians and Measurement Specialist for each area.   Eventually we hope to have an 
employee whose primary responsibility is to monitor the entire system. 
 
The initial research and code writing to perform the meter polling and diagnostics was admittedly time consuming.  Taking 
the time to automate much of the set up process for the flow computer made the field set up relatively simple.  As expected, 
it can be challenging to find the time to analyze and trend data.  Having the data stored in an accessible location is the only 
feasible means we’ve found of accomplishing such a task.   
 
 We have found that our real time meter diagnostics provides a means for our Technicians and Measurement Specialists to 
tell at a glance if they have a potential problem with a meter.  When the Technicians are unable to travel to a meter while it 
is flowing to perform a meter test, they can now easily look at historical data in the SCADA system to review the diagnostic 
data polled when the meter last flowed.  Furthermore, the historical data provides easily accessible data for an in-depth 
analysis. 
 
 Conclusion 
 
As when our industry progressed from chart recorders to Electronic Flow Measurement years ago, companies must continue 
to adapt and change as new technologies become available to remain competitive.  Today’s standard accepted method of 
testing smart meters such as ultrasonic meters is basically performed no differently than how we tested meters twenty five 
years ago.  Like the old chart recorder, while we were comfortable with it at the time, it is quite easy to see now that the 
equipment and method was unacceptably inefficient and inadequate in comparison to EFM.  The same can be said of our 
current method used for insuring accurate measurement.  These changes don’t come without initial costs and many hours of 
development.  As with EFM, the return on this investment will come over time, ultimately paying for itself many times over.   
 
Seeing what our diagnostic system has provided, I am convinced that Smart Measurement Diagnostic Systems will become 
the standard means of measurement validation throughout our industry in the years to come. 
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